
Royce Communications delivers robust, 
future-proofed structured cabling solutions and 
services that solve our customers’ most critical 
infrastructure challenges and help them 
achieve their strategic aims. 

Our proven approach and delivery model has been developed 
in-house over the course of nearly three decades. We have 
the skills, knowledge and experience to deliver structured 
cabling solutions and smart building technologies that support 
business growth and strategic operations now and into 
the future. 

Customers choose Royce because they know our experts 
always deliver on time and on budget. Our team has an 
industry-leading knowledge of cabling that complements 
their passion for delivering results.

Whether we’re serving a start-up or one of the largest and 
most prestigious organisations in Europe, we deliver the 
same quality and consistency of service in all markets and 
environments. 

Crucially, the majority of our workforce has been with us for 
ten years or more, so customers are always guaranteed 
consistency of personnel for the duration of their project and 
beyond.

Structured Innovation
Structured cabling and smart
building technology experts

Founded in

turnover in 2015

successfully completed projects

metres of cabling installed

combined years’ industry experience

personnel regularly deployed

Top level credit rating

Heath and safety notices

years as partners with industry-leading manufacturers 

availability and support

We offer UK-wide support for our clients
with field based teams in every region.

Office locations:

We also work and deploy across the E.U 
(please get in touch for more details)
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OUR PARTNERS

Group IT, Central Functions CIO
Lloyds Banking Group

John Wistow, Commercial Director
Clive Graham Associates

WHAT IS YOUR BUSINESS NEED?

•  Cost-effective, robust and future-proof infrastructure

•  Guidance on solution specification

•  Reliable technology at a reasonable price

•  Overcome infrastructure challenges

•  Urgent delivery

•  Technical and flexible partner

•  Increase agility, flexibility and capability 

•  Solutions meeting corporate social responsibilities

•  High performance or bespoke technical solutions

•  Customised and enhanced infrastructure

SOLUTIONS

Structured cabling
We offer the very latest structured cabling solutions 
for any business sector or requirement, from a single 
outlet to an entire campus.

Data centres
Whether you need to install a single cabinet, or an 
entire modular data centre, our specialist team can 
help. 
  
Smart Buildings
Take control and gain visibility of real-time granular 
data to make your buildings intelligent.

Surveillance and access control
Enhance security, gain access control and protect 
your physical and intellectual assets; all through one 
common, cost-effective cabling infrastructure.

Energy efficiency and carbon footprint reduction
Reduce your carbon footprint and harvest energy 
with smart building technologies.

Product supply

From patch cords to KVM switches, we can supply 
you with the exact products you need, when you 
need them.

Services
We offer a full range of structured cabling services 
that are delivered by highly trained experts with 
the experience and knowledge to solve your 
challenges rapidly, without interrupting your 
business operations.

Royce Communications have been one of 
the Bank’s preferred cabling companies for a 
number of years. Over this period they have 
consistently delivered on expectations. They 
have worked with us on a number of signif-
icant projects which have all completed to 
specification, time and budget. It is great to 
have such a reliable company as part of our 
delivery team.”

I’ve worked with Royce Communications for 
over 15 years. Its workforce is commercially 
astute and proactive at both the tender stage 
and on-site and they do a very good job for 
us, and our clients. Both Royce’s management 
and on-site teams always display a ‘can-do’ 
attitude, rather than finding reasons why they 
can’t do something.”
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